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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like obsolete technology!

~ Daily Bull ~

Has anyone else ever done
this, or does it only happen
to me? When you’re working with something, maybe
writing in a notebook, doing a craft, playing a Gameboy, or using a tactical rifle
to S.W.A.T. Flies... anything
where you’re holding something, really. You’ll be doing
that, you zone out for a few,
maybe even just nodding a
few winks if you didn’t get
much sleep last night... and
BAM! Whatever you were
working with... gone! And
you just had it in your hands
for crying out loud! Seriously, what a rip!
This has happened to me
ten times a day in the past
few days. It’s always something important, like the
book I was reading for class
tomorrow. Or the folder full
of important papers I’ve
...see LOST on back

Straight From You-Know-Where!

Would the real Sam Schall please stand up

We all know about the sweet innocently
cute and fuzzy blankets with sleeves.
These nice, extra-huge blankets are super soft and comfortable and are “onesize-fits-all,” coming in various colors and
patterns – from blue to red to leopard
print. But these fun blankets aren’t all what
they seem, aside from being giant robe
that you wear
backward
without any
ties to secure
it around you
– so please
wear something underneath if you
do own one.

seen in commercialials on television
and in newspaper ads. Those sweet
blankets are now built in with subliminal
messages, messages that tell you to
buy more blankets – one for your other
couch to match the coloring; one for
your boyfriend/girlfriend so you two
match while wearing the evil blankets;
hell, even
one for
your dog so
they overheat with
their fur and
blanket.

I, fortunately, have esBoycott Snuggies. Buy Slankets.
caped from
The fuzzy blankets were once just as the “wonders” of the Snuggie myself,
advertised: huge blankets with huge having have been given one by a loving
sleeves so you can do anything you want aunt – along with my mother and sister.
while wrapped in warm – use your lap- All three are on the brink of falling to the
top, change the channel, and even pet subliminal messages and buying more
your dog! And now your dog does have and more Snuggies.
to be left out, because they now have
Snuggies for your pets, made from extra The next plan of the Snuggies is a sad,
durable strength fleece cloth to resist sad one. After taking over the extra
those daily wears and tears that pets blanket industry, they plot to take over
normal bedding using similar tactics to
have a habit of putting in everything.
the ones used to sell their evil blankets;
But now Snuggies aren’t those sweet then moving outward to normal cloth...see Our Bad on back
little innocent blankets that we’ve all

USG just doled out free cookies, “compliments
of the Provost.” I feel buttered up...

Bad Animals for Beastiality

Anteaters
Megan Foxes
Fire ants
Man of wars
Giant moths
Great white sharks
Snow Cows
Anything from the 100 Acre Woods
She wolves
Horses
Lampreys
Sea cucumbers
Dolphins
Porcupines
Skunks
Platypodes
Giant Squids
Lowland gorillas
Ligers
Wugs
Peeps
Fruit bats
Squittens
Cuttlefish

Stegosaurus
The Homeless
Head lice!
Pubic lice!
10,000 lightning bugs
Boa constrictors
Big Birds
Poison dart frog
Snake on a plane
Tasmanian devil
Blue Footed Boobies
Tits
Coconut Crabs
Ducks
Moose
Geico Gecko
Komodo Dragon
Gremlins
Endangered Parrots
Blue whales
The na’vi
Narwhals
The Very Angry Beavers
The very hungry caterpillar
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By Michael Friesen

The Steaming Pile
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Lost in
Plain Sight

When Snuggies Take Over
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Wednesday, January 27, 2010

“I can now do whatever I want
with the system. It’s like I’ve got
an awesome new power - I’m just
not sure how to wield it.”
~George Hotz, ﬁrst hacker
of the PS3

...Our Bad from front

ing and maybe even housing and
education. Image our excellent quality
education here at Michigan Tech being
taken over by the creators of a fuzzy
blanket. There would be no hope for
the free world, and everyone would
lose free will and freedom from monopoly – given to us after the horror
of the 1920’s Great Depression.
Therefore, we the people, have to
take action against the comfortable
and versatile Snuggie blanket but
rebelling and buying regular blankets.
We must not abandon the comfortable blankets we have had, from our
long ago baby blankies to warm regular fleece blankets for football games.
The original way of the blank must
be saved at all costs, no matter what
the sacrifice. Remember, Snuggies
aren’t our friends, no matter the fuzzy
sleeved blanket ways that are used to
get us to the dark side. Go forward
and use your blanket with pride!

Sunshine’s Searcher - Settlements of the Keweenaw

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr Sunshine’ Loucks
AHMEEK
ALLOUEZ
ASSININS
ATLANTICMINE
BARAGA
BEACONHILL
BETEGRISE
CALUMET
CENTRAL
CHASSELL
COPPERCITY
COPPERHARBOR
DELAWARE
DODGEVILLE
DOLLARBAY
DONKEN

EAGLEHARBOR
EAGLERIVER
FREDA
GAY
GREGORYVILLE
HANCOCK
HOUGHTON
HUBBELL
JACOBSVILLE
KEWEENAWBAY
KLINGVILLE
LAKELINDEN
LAURIUM
MASON
MOHAWK
ONTONAGON

PAINESDALE
PELKIE
PHOENIX
RABBITBAY
RIPLEY
SOUTHRANGE
STONINGTON
SUPERIOR
TAMARACK
TAPIOLA
TOIVOLA
TRIMOUNTAIN
TWINLAKES
WHITECITY
WINONA

Sunshine’s Searcher is brought to you by WMTU 91.9 FM Houghton

Sorry Sam! ~Invincible
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... LOST from front

been sorting and going through. Occasionally it’s even the sketchpad with
the drawing I’ve been working on for hours (and by that time I’ve done this
several times already). And then... poof! I don’t even remember putting
it down in the first place! I’ll get up, tear the whole room inside out (not
popular at friend’s houses), and after all that it’ll be in the most inane place.
Like the desk that I looked over ten times. In the drawer that I would never
have put it in, or the other drawer that I searched through ten times before.
My favorite so far is my own lap. Seriously, wake up, legs! It’s your job to tell
me these things!
And it always happens when I get distracted by the most stupid thoughts...

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

I still have all of those tea packets that my friend gave to me that she stole
from the dining hall.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Oh come on! Where did that bull article go? I was JUST working on it!
Noo0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0o0oo0o0o0o0o0o0ooooo!

